sculpture network's start’19 is the International Celebration of Contemporary Sculpture. Come together with over 5,000 people from the global sculpture community and help sculpt the future.

Since 2010 more than 15,000 lovers of contemporary three-dimensional art have joined sculpture network in celebrating the international art community – on the same day, at the same time, at different venues worldwide. This Celebration is a time to exchange ideas, have fun, network with one another and enjoy sculpture in all of its different forms.

Become a part of sculpture’s biggest global movement! Check the map to see who is participating near you in 2019 at any one of more than 60 venues worldwide: artist studios, museums, sculpture parks, galleries, art academies, artist associations and sculpture workshops. Each venue has a personalized program based on this year’s theme “Three-dimensional art and society”.

You are an important part of a bigger community – a community of people who share your passion for contemporary sculpture. Take this opportunity to meet participants at your local event in person and to connect virtually with others worldwide.

sculpture network is Europe's biggest platform for contemporary sculpture and is a non-profit organization which supports, encourages, and promotes three-dimensional art, while connecting artists, museums, galleries, art professionals, art suppliers, collectors and art lovers both locally and internationally.

For further information visit: www.sculpture-network.org

Contact us: info@sculpture-network.org

Follow us: www.facebook.com/sculpturenetwork

c@sculpture.net

Post your most beautiful pictures of the event:
@sculpturenetwork and #start19
Celebrate with us!
27 January 2019
5000 people
1 day
21 countries
sculpt the world!

an apostrophe can be viewed from many perspectives, once it is taken from our two-dimensional logo and lifted into the third dimension. so we asked artists from all over the world to check their perspective and the results couldn’t have been more different. sculpture depends on its many angles – just like everything else in life. give it a try yourself at start’19 with our craft template!

#perspectivematters